
COMPARATIVE ESSAY THESIS STATEMENTS

In a compare and contrast essay, you can develop either an explanatory or evaluative thesis Here are some examples
of explanatory thesis statements.

A possible thesis could be: Though their fates are quite different, both Lily Bart and Judy Trenor willingly
seek lives in gilded cages. But in a compare-and-contrast, the thesis depends on how the two things you've
chosen to compare actually relate to one another. Get inspiration from over , example essays. All
argumentative papers require you to link each point in the argument back to the thesis. Why not pears and
bananas? Professor: Where is your thesis statement? Here are some pro tips to help you get started. As a final
bit of advice, if your professor gives you instructions for how to organize and write this essay, follow them as
closely as possible. It makes a judgment call. To write a good compare-and-contrast paper, you must take your
raw dataâ€”the similarities and differences you've observedâ€”and make them cohere into a meaningful
argument. An argument. You might be asked to compare positions on an issue e. While this may sound like it
is leading to an evaluative essay because the writer has included some of his or her own analysisTo analyze is
to make a thoughtful and detailed study of something. Your method A compare and contrast essay is usually
written using one of two methods. Prompt: Compare two of the female characters in The House of Mirth. In
your career, you might be asked to compare two job candidates and determine which is more suitable for an
open position. In all of these cases, an effective thesis statement is the foundation of your writing. The thesis is
your main argument. When do I use the alternating method? Some would argue that the Civil War was a war
for freedom from government, but those who sought freedom for individuals knew which was the more
fundamental right. You can organize a classic compare-and-contrast paper either text-by-text or
point-by-point. Give it a try: Kibin Thesis Builder.


